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Abstract
Background: Lewy body dementia (LBD) is an aggressive type of dementia of rapid, fluctuating disease trajectory, higher incidence of adverse events, and poorer functional independence than observed in Alzheimer’s disease
dementia. Non-pharmacological treatments such as progressive, high-intensity exercise are effective in other neurological cohorts but have been scarcely evaluated in LBD.
Methods: The Promoting Independence in Lewy Body Dementia through Exercise (PRIDE) trial was a non-randomised, non-blinded, crossover pilot trial involving older adults with LBD consisting of a baseline assessment, an
8-week wait-list, and an 8-week exercise intervention. The aims of this study were to evaluate the determinants of
the primary outcome functional independence, as measured by the Movement Disorder Society Unified Parkinson’s
Disease Rating Scale, and the feasibility and preliminary efficacy of an exercise intervention on this outcome. Additionally, important clinical characteristics were evaluated to explore associations and treatment targets. The exercise
intervention was supervised, clinic-based, high-intensity progressive resistance training (PRT), challenging balance,
and functional exercises, 3 days/week.
Results: Nine participants completed the baseline cross-sectional study, of which five had a diagnosis of Parkinson’s
disease dementia (PDD), and four dementia with Lewy Bodies (DLB). Six completed the exercise intervention (three
PDD, three DLB). The cohort was diverse, ranging from mild to severe dementia and living in various residential settings. Greater functional independence at baseline was significantly associated with better physical function, balance,
cognition, quality of life, muscle mass ratio, walking endurance, faster walking speed and cadence, and lower dementia severity (p < 0.05). Participants declined by clinically meaningful amounts in functional independence, cognition, physical function, muscle mass, and weight over the wait-list period (p < 0.05). Following exercise, participants
improved by clinically meaningful amounts in functional independence, cognition, physical function, and strength
(p < 0.05). Progressive, high intensity exercise was well-tolerated (> 80% adherence), and only one minor exerciserelated adverse event occurred.
Conclusions: PRIDE is the first exercise trial conducted specifically within individuals diagnosed with LBD, and provides important insight for the design of larger, randomized trials for further evaluation of progressive, high-intensity
exercise as a valuable treatment in LBD.
Trial registration: The PRIDE trial protocol has previously been prospectively registered (08/04/2016, ANZCTR:
ACTRN12616000466448).
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Background
Lewy body dementia (LBD) is an aggressive neurodegenerative disorder involving cognitive impairment,
psychosis, parkinsonism and autonomic disturbances
that cause a progressive decline in functional independence [1]. The term includes either of two diagnoses; dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) whereby the
dementia occurs at the same time or within one year of
onset of parkinsonism, and Parkinson’s disease dementia (PDD) whereby the dementia occurs more than one
year following a diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease (PD)
[1]. Lewy body dementia is the second most prevalent
type of dementia, accounting for between 15 to 24% of
all people diagnosed with dementia in clinical settings
[2, 3]. Compared with Alzheimer’s disease dementia
(AD, 60–70% of all diagnoses) [4], older adults with
LBD experience faster cognitive decline [5], lower physical activity levels [6], higher risk of falls [7], delirium
[8], malnutrition [9], and frailty [10], earlier residential
aged care admission, higher care costs [5], and an average survival of 1.6 years less after diagnosis [11]. Additionally, individuals with LBD have poorer functional
independence in daily living, which is associated with
lower quality of life and faster disease trajectory [5, 6].
Current treatments for LBD are symptomatic and
focused predominantly on pharmaceuticals [1], with
scarce evaluation of non-pharmacological treatments such as exercise [1, 12, 13]. Medications such
as donepezil and rivastigmine are effective for cognitive impairment in mild disease, however they often
become less effective later in the disease course [14].
Furthermore, neuroleptics prescribed for psychosis
increase the risk of falls, serious adverse events and
premature mortality in LBD [14]. Additionally, those
with LBD are more likely to experience polypharmacy
(≥ 5 prescribed medications), which increases the risk
of frailty and functional decline, for which there is no
current pharmaceutical treatment [5, 8].
Conversely, non-pharmacological treatments such as
progressive, high-intensity exercise offer a viable, effective treatment for frailty in older adults [15] and could
benefit those with LBD. In similar cohorts with PD and
AD, progressive, high-intensity exercise improves physical function, strength, cognition, affect, and functional
independence safely [16, 17]. However no randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) of exercise have been published
in LBD [12] and the majority of exercise trials within
dementia or PD exclude individuals with LBD, since
they have both cognitive and motor impairments [12].

Thus, there is a need, recognised by recent LBD guidelines [1], for trials to evaluate the effects of exercise
specifically within older adults living with LBD.
The Promoting Independence in Lewy Body Dementia through Exercise (PRIDE) trial [18] is the first study
to specifically evaluate the effects of a progressive, highintensity exercise program in LBD.
The aims of the study were to:
1. Identify determinants of functional independence in
individuals living with LBD that may be amenable to
a targeted exercise intervention
2. Assess the feasibility, including adoption and adherence,
adverse events, and preliminary efficacy of this evidence-based exercise program in individuals with LBD.
The hypotheses were:
1. Low muscle strength and balance will be associated
with functional dependency in individuals with LBD
at baseline.
2. A progressive, high-intensity exercise intervention
targeting strength and balance will improve functional independence in individuals with LBD.

Methods
Study design

The PRIDE trial protocol has previously been published
[18] and prospectively registered (08/04/2016, ANZCTR:
ACTRN12616000466448) [19]. PRIDE was a non-randomised, non-blinded, crossover pilot trial involving
older adults with LBD consisting of a baseline assessment
(carried out in participant’s home) then 8-week waitlist, and subsequently an 8-week exercise intervention
in the clinic (Cumberland Campus, University of Sydney, Lidcombe, Australia). All participants undertook the
8-week wait-list period prior to crossing over to exercise
intervention to avoid the need for a washout period that
would have otherwise been required if some participants
performed the exercise intervention first, due to the
anticipated residual effects of exercise.
Ethics

Ethical approval was obtained from the University of Sydney Human Research Ethics (HREC 2: 2016/209). Written
informed consent was obtained for all caregivers and participants. For participants unable to provide informed consent due to cognitive impairment, caregivers consented on
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their behalf. PRIDE adhered to the CONSORT guidelines
for pilot trials [20].
Participant recruitment

Recruitment began in April 2016. Study information was
disseminated to local geriatricians, neurologists, General
Practioners (GPs), dementia and PD support groups and
networks in the Sydney metropolitan area, and participants or their caregivers contacted the study investigators
if interested in taking part. All of the participants discovered the study through dementia or PD support groups.”
The inclusion and exclusion criteria have been previously
described [18].
Screening procedure

Participants and/or their caregivers were screened over the
telephone via a 1-h screening questionnaire to determine
eligibility for the PRIDE trial and were read the Participant
Information Statement. Questions relating to demographics (inclusive of caregiver), study eligibility, physical activity,
current health status, prior and current injury and illness,
prescribed medications, and medical professionals associated with care of the participant were asked of the caregiver/participant dyad. Medical information was sought
from participants’ GPs or specialists after obtaining consent to further clarify eligibility as required. Additionally,
comprehensive geriatric assessment of each participant
was performed by the study geriatrician (M.F.S.) prior to
commencing baseline one-repetition maximum (1RM)
strength testing and exercise intervention. This assessment
included taking a thorough medical and social history, current medications, review of systems, physical examination
and a request to the GP if further information or testing
was required.
Estimated sample size

Based upon similar cross-sectional studies in PD, to show
moderate correlations (r = 0.5) with β = 0.20 (power of 0.8)
and α = 0.05 for the baseline cross-sectional analysis, we
calculated a minimum of 30 participants would be needed,
inclusive of a 20% expected attrition rate [18].
Assessment procedures

The study coordinator (M.I.), an accredited exercise physiologist (AEP), performed all assessments and interventions
except for the physician screen performed by the study
geriatrician.
Intervention
Wait‑list period

Participants and caregivers continued normal daily activities and participants were monitored weekly for adverse
events, status, and medication changes.
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Exercise intervention

High intensity, progressive exercise training was conducted in the medically-supervised university clinic oneon-one by an AEP, 3 days/week for 60-min sessions.
Training sessions were divided into four sections: static
balance, dynamic balance, functional practice, and progressive resistive exercise performed in that order to minimise fatigue in the participants. Comprehensive details of
this training program are described in the protocol [18]
and Supplementary Text S1, Additional File 1.
Adverse events

Adverse events, health status and medical care/interventions were monitored via weekly telephone caregiver
questionnaires and additional information was gathered
from participants’ doctors, if required. Adverse events
were defined a priori and included any exacerbation of
underlying disease, or new onset musculoskeletal, cardiovascular or metabolic abnormalities. The study geriatrician and ethics committee evaluated all adverse events
to adjudicate all events as potentially/definitely related to
the study exercise or assessment protocols or not, or any
need to change the study protocol.
Following trial completion

Participants were invited to continue supervised exercise within the clinic with no additional cost or time limit
after the trial completion.
Measures

The assessment battery was selected to evaluate the contributions of a wide range of factors potentially related to
functional independence in LBD [18].
Primary outcome

Functional independence was measured via the total
score of the Movement Disorder Society Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (MDS-UPDRS) [21], an effective tool for evaluating disease severity, disability and
independence in parkinsonian disorders including LBD
[22]. Minimum clinically important difference (MCID)
on this scale is 4.7 points [23].
Secondary outcomes

Measures including cognition, psychosocial function,
quality of life, cardiovascular status, body composition,
health status, medication interactions, physical performance, exercise capacity and additional functional
independence measures were assessed along with caregiver outcomes including burden and psychosocial state
(see protocol) [18].
Additionally, physical activity and sedentary
behaviour variables were derived from a small,
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lumbar-mounted accelerometer (Axivity AX3, York,
UK; dimensions 23.0 × 32.5 × 7.6 mm; weight: 11 g;
accuracy 20 parts per million) by co-investigators (J.H.,
I.H). Supplementary Text S1, Additional File 1 provides
a thorough description of these variables.
Statistical analysis

Full statistical methods are detailed in Supplementary
Text S1, Additional File 1. Data analysis was performed
using data analysis software (IBM Corp. Released
2017. IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 26.0.
Armonk, NY). Statistical significance was defined as
α < 0.05 for all analyses. Visual box plot inspection and
the Shapiro-Wilke test determined that the data were
not normally distributed and therefore non-parametric
statistics were conducted. Descriptive data are presented as median (range) or frequencies as appropriate,
and Spearman’s correlation used to evaluate baseline
associations. Strength of the association was interpreted as small ≤  ± 0.2—< 0.5, moderate = 0.5- < 0.8,
and strong ≥  ± 0.8. Additionally, the Wilcoxon signed
rank test was used to separately analyse changes scores
for [1] baseline to pre-intervention, and 2) pre-intervention to post-intervention, to utilise all available
data. Hodge-Lehmann’s estimators provided a median
change and confidence interval set at 95% upper and
lower bounds. For each individual, accelerometryderived values reflect median values of the daily mean
for the week of monitor wear as the data were not
normally distributed at the individual level across the
7 days.

Results
Recruitment and retention

Thirteen participant/caregiver dyads contacted the
study team (May 2016 to December 2017). Nine participants were eligible for baseline testing, and subsequently
enrolled into the 8-week wait-list period. Six participants
subsequently completed the 8-week exercise intervention, with two dropping out due to ill health unrelated to
the intervention (Supplementary Text S1). An additional
participant completed the intervention period after a
9-month delay due to multiple clinical events unrelated
to the study. His intervention results are reported separately in a published case report [24].
Adverse events

Three adverse events were reported during the wait-list
period for three separate participants and were adjudicated unrelated to the study. Two adverse events were
reported during the exercise intervention. The first was
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delirium secondary to faecal impaction unrelated to the
study but which led to participant’s withdrawal from
the intervention. The second, a temporary exacerbation
of a pre-existing inguinal hernia, was adjudicated likely
related to the study, however, the participant completed
the intervention following slight modification of the exercises (Supplementary Text S1, Additional File 1).
Baseline characteristics

The characteristics of the cohort at baseline are presented in Table 1 and a detailed description provided in
Supplementary Text S1, Additional File 1. Seven out of
nine participants were male, eight were white non-Hispanic, and one Hispanic. All but two participants were
living with dementia for > 12 months, and five participants diagnosed with PDD had been living with PD for
4 -17 years prior to the dementia diagnosis. Seven participants were prescribed dopaminergic medications
(median levodopa equivalent dose (LED) of 450.0 mg,
range 26.0 – 1297.5 mg). A neurologist diagnosed all but
two participants. Five participants resided at home, one
in an independent aged care unit, and three in aged care
facilities.
Four participants had comparable functional independence to older adults with advanced PD (Hoehn &
Yahr stage IV, mean Functional Independence Measure
(FIM) total score 45.5 ± 13.7) [31] while five were more
independent. Four participants had scores on the Minimental State Examination (MMSE) [26] that were above
the suggested cut off for dementia of ≤ 24/30, [26]. However, all but one participant had cognitive scores consistent with dementia (scored ≤ 80/134) in the Parkinson’s
Disease Cognitive Rating Scale (PD-CRS) [27]. Dementia
severity was mild to moderate in all but two participants
according to the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) algorithm score, [29] with the remaining two scoring in the
severe range. There were 45 falls reported by caregivers
in the 12 months prior to study contact among six participants, with only five of these falls warranting medical
attention. Additionally, four participants met criteria for
sarcopenia, [32] and all but one participant was either
pre-frail or frail [15] (Supplementary Table S2, Additional
File 1).
For accelerometry-derived values (Supplementary
Table S3, S4, and Figure S2, Additional File 1), daily
physical activity varied greatly, with participants spending 2.15 h (range 2 – 7.7 h) active and 11.4 h (range 9.2
– 13.7 h) physically inactive on average. Cadence varied
considerably outside of the typical physiological range
of 100–115 steps/min, with one participant below this
range, and four above. Stride time variability was significantly higher (worse) than reported in PD cohorts, with
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Table 1 Baseline characteristics of participants
n=9
Age (years)

74

Sex (male), n

7

Ethnicity (Caucasian), n

8

Body Mass Index (BMI), kgm−2

24.9

Diagnosis (PDD/DLB), n

5/4

Time since diagnosisa, months
Visits required for diagnosisb, n
MDS-UPDRS total score, /260
Part III motor—sub score, /132

(66–84)

(21.0–26.3)

12

(3–48)

3

(1–7)

86

(57–169)

46

(33–82)

Clinical dementia rating (CDR) scorec, /3
Mild (1), n

5

Moderate (2), n

2

Severe (3), n

2

FIM total score, /126

102

(30–122)

MMSE total score, /30

22

(5–29)

PD-CRS total score, /134

44

(7–83)

GDS–15 total score, /15

1

(0–3*)

2

(0–20)

Reported falls in prior yeard, n
Injurious falls requiring hospitalization e, n

5

Recurrent fallers (≥ 2 falls in last year) f, n

6

Diagnosed comorbidities g, n

5

Prescribed medications h, n

5

Participants with:
  
≥ 5 medications prescribed (polypharmacy), n

6

Potentially inappropriate medications (PIMs), n

5

Anticholinergic Burden (ACB) score ≥ 3, n

2

Medication class (number of participants taking ≥ 1 medication in each class)
Dopaminergic, n

7

Anti-platelet, Anti-coagulant, n

3

Neuroleptic, n

2

Statins, n

3

Sedative/Tranquilizer, n

2

Blood pressure regulating, n

4

Antidepressant, n

4

PPI, n

2

AChEI, /NMDA receptor agonist, n

5

Supplements, n

4

All values a presented as median (range) or as n participants satisfying criteria. Higher scores in the MDS-UPDRS, CDR, GDS-15 and ACB; and lower scores on the
FIM, MMSE, and PD-CRS indicate worse performance on that measure respectively. PDD Parkinson’s disease dementia, DLB Dementia with Lewy bodies, MDS-UPDRS
Movement Disorder Society Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale. (21) Total score includes parts I-IV, Part III is the assessor rated motor score, FIM Functional
independence measure [25], MMSE Mini-mental state exam [26], PD-CRS Parkinson’s disease Cognitive rating scale [27], GDS-15 Geriatric Depression Scale – 15 item
[28], AChEI/NMDA Acetyl-cholinesterase Inhibitor/ N-methyl-D-aspartate, PPI Proton Pump Inhibitor. a denotes the months since the participants received a formal
diagnosis of LBD. b denotes the number of healthcare visits required to reach a formal diagnosis of LBD. c The CDR algorithm score (0–3) is derived from a sum score
(0–18) [29] d denotes the median number of reported falls per participants. e Accumulative total of falls resulting in injury and subsequent medical treatment across
the cohort. f Number of participants who had two or more falls in previous 12 months. g previously diagnosed conditions and conditions identified within physician
screen at baseline assessment. h Number of medications including prescribed supplements. Polypharmacy is defined as ≥ 5 prescribed medications. ACB is a scale
assessing the combined Anticholinergic risk from various medications, whereby the score is the added total of all medications with possible (1 point), or definite (2–3
points) anticholinergic side effects [30]

seven participants having a median variability exceeding
the mean value reported for individuals with PD characterised as ‘fallers’ [mean variability 5%] [33].
Baseline associations

Greater functional independence (lower MDS-UPDRS
total score) was significantly inversely associated with
greater physical function, balance, cognition, quality

of life, muscle mass ratio, walking endurance, habitual
walking speed and cadence, more short walking bouts
(5–10 s), and a lower overall dementia severity (CDR)
(p < 0.05 for all, Fig. 1), as hypothesized. Unexpectedly,
total functional independence was not significantly associated with maximal grip or leg strength, nor maximal
walking speed, physical activity or walking volumes, gait
parameters or nutritional status (p ≥ 0.05, Supplementary
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Text S1, Additional File 1). However, higher (worse)
scores on the motor and non-motor experiences subscale (part I/II of the MDS-UPDRS) were significantly
associated with lower daily physical activity, walking time
and daily walking bouts of any duration (p < 0.05). There
were no associations with any accelerometry-derived
measures of gait quality of known clinical relevance.
Lastly, there were several important associations
observed in secondary outcomes. Higher physical activity was positively associated with better cognition, and
both were associated with a range of other secondary
outcomes of interest including functional independence,
quality of life, disease status and functional measures
(p < 0.05) (Supplementary Table S5, Additional File 1).
Wait‑list period

Although of borderline statistical significance (p = 0.051),
functional independence tended to decline during this
period (Table 2). Seven participants, including three who
did not complete the subsequent exercise intervention
per protocol, experienced clinically meaningful worsening (higher total score in the MDS-UPDRS) which
exceeded the annual worsening in disease severity of 4.7
points for PD cohorts in only 8 weeks [23].
There were no significant changes in the FIM (p = 0.374,
Table 2) or any measures of maximal strength or balance
during this period (p ≥ 0.05). However, global measures
of physical function (SPPB, Short Physical Performance
Battery) [34] significantly worsened (lower score) with
eight participants declining by equal to, or more than the
1 point MCID for the SPPB [36] (p = 0.016).
Additionally, physical activity significantly decreased
during the wait-list period (p = 0.015) as did step count,
with a median decrease of 998 steps/day (p = 0.021,
Table 2). Decline in cognition as measured by the MMSE
(p = 0.055) and PD-CRS (p = 0.673) was not significant,
however all but one participant declined in the MMSE
by an amount greater than or equal to the 2 – 4 points
annual observed annual worsening in LBD [5].
Overall, nutritional status (Mini-Nutritional Assessment – Short Form) [37] significantly worsened during
the wait-list period with four participants transitioning
from ‘at-risk’ to ‘malnourished’ classification (p = 0.046,
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Supplement Table S6, Additional File 1). Fat-free mass
significantly decreased in all participants (p = 0.011,
-0.26 to -2.97 kg), body mass decreased in seven (2.5 to
8.5 kg), and of those seven, five lost more than the clinically significant 4.5 kg annual loss of mass (a criterion
for frailty) [38].
Lastly, there were no significant changes in psychosocial and quality of life measures, and only two significant
changes to gait quality metrics indicative of variability of
other metrics, which were of unclear clinical significance
(p ≥ 0.05, Supplement Table S6, S8, and S9).
Intervention period

Six participants completed the trial (median 23 sessions
attended, range 19 – 24 of 24), for 136 h of intervention
(mean 22.6 h/participant). Adherence to the training
ranged from 79 – 100% of all offered sessions. The three
participants who did not complete the intervention were
generally frailer with poor disease status (Fig. 2). Results
are shown in Table 3.
There was a significant improvement (lower score) in
functional independence (MDS-UPDRS) for all participants, with four participants improving by an amount
equivalent to reversing the expected annual decline
with disease progression (Fig. 2) [23]. Additionally,
there were significant improvements in physical function and strength, including sit-to-stand, total balance
time (longer time), and maximal strength on the bilateral leg press and leg extension (p = 0.043 for all, Table 3).
There was no significant change in the FIM (p = 0.752) or
physical activity volume outside of the exercise sessions
(p = 0.917).
As hypothesized, cognition improved significantly in
all participants for the MMSE and PD-CRS, with five
improving equal to, or exceeding the typical annual
decline in LBD (2 – 4 points) [5], and two improving
more than the MCID (10 points) for the PD-CRS [39].
Nutritional status, body composition, psychosocial and
quality of life measures did not change significantly following the brief exercise intervention (p ≥ 0.05 for all,
Supplementary Table S7, Additional File 1). There were a
few accelerometry-derived gait metrics that significantly
changed following intervention (Supplementary Table S8,
S10, Additional File 1). Step time increased for all

(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 1 Significant Baseline Associations between Functional Independence and Clinical Characteristics. Note: A line of best fit was not appropriate,
as correlation analysis was performed on ranks (Spearman) not the raw data. Higher scores in the MDS-UPDRS [21], and lower scores on the FIM
[25], MMSE [26], PD-CRS [27], SPPB [34], and DEMQoL [35] indicate worse performance on that measure respectively. Rho = Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient, CDR = Clinical Dementia Rating [29], DEMQoL – Proxy = Dementia Quality of Life Scale – proxy, [35] SPPB = Short Physical
Performance Battery, MDS-UPDRS = Movement Disorder Society Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale, FIM = Functional independence measure,
MMSE = Mini-mental state exam, PD-CRS = Parkinson’s disease Cognitive rating scale, kgm.−2 = kilogram/metre squared, m.s = metres per second,
m = metre, s = seconds. Total Balance time is the time held in each of 6 positions [18], adding each successful attempts (15 s/position) and the time
spent in the last/failed position (≤ 15 s)
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Table 2 Changes in functional independence and key outcomes over the 8-week wait-list period
n

Baseline
Median (range)

Pre—Intervention
Median (range)

MDS-UPDRS total /260

9

86 (57–169)

106 (45–180)

Exercise completersa

6

62 (57–169)

78.5 (45–180)

Part I/II sub-score /104

9

36 (16–75)

38 (13–84)

Wa

Sig

Median change score
(95% Hodges-Lehmann
CI)

1.995

0.051

13 (-1, 34.5)

1.363

0.173

6.5 (-10, 19.5)

1.897

0.058

6 (-0.5, 14)

Functional Independence

Part III sub-score /132

9

46 (33–82)

55 (32–95)

1.186

0.236

5.5 (-6.5, 17.5)

Part IV /24

9

0 (0–12)

2 (0–8)

0.841

0.4

0.5 (-1.5, 3)

9

102 (30–122)

100 (25–121)

-0.889

0.374

-3 (-11, 9)

FIM total score /126
Strength & Physical Function
Leg press 1RM, N

6

1375 (355–3100)

1200 (830–3000)

-1.682

0.093

-150 (-373, 40)

Leg extension 1RM, N·m

6

240 (35–550)

180 (120–570)

-1.572

0.116

-65 (-150, 35)

Triceps extension 1RM, N

6

450 (150–850)

470 (100–800)

-0.946

0.344

-45 (-200, 40)

SPPB total score, /12

9

7 (1–12)

7 (0–12)

-2.414

0.016

-1.5 (-2.5, -0.5)

Sub-scores:
Balance, /4

4 (0–4)

2 (0–4)

-1.414

0.157

0 (-1, 0)

Gait, /4

3 (1 -4)

2 (0–4)

-1.134

0.257

-0.5 (-1, 0.5)

2 (0–4)

1 (0–4)

-1.633

0.102

-1 (-2, 0)

Habitual gait speed, ms−1

Sit-to-stand, /4
7

0.69 (.11–1.01)

0.75 (0.42–1.09)

-0.169

0.866

-0.1 (-0.19, 0.13)

Maximal gait speed, ms−1

7

1.41 (0.75–2.03)

1.21 (0.94–2.38)

-0.338

0.735

-0.03 (-0.37, 0.29)

Five time sit-to-stand, s

7

13.8 (8.1–33.7)

11.5 (8.09–28.3)

-0.169

0.866

-0.2 (-3.8, 3.3)

Total balance time, s

9

60.84 (0.0–75.91)

47.72 (0.0–83.43)

-1.183

0.237

-1.9 (-22.5, 8.7)

Average grip strength, kg

8

25.5 (12.5–40.0)

23.75 (7–41.50)

-0.17

0.865

0 (-3.75, 2.75)

Six-minute walk, m

8

358 (57–718)

353 (0–727)

-0.7

0.484

-14 (-115, 44)

Physical activity
Total daily activity, g/hr

9

Proportion of day, %

120.1 (45.4–262.7)

91.0 (34.7–186.6)

-2.429

0.015

-20.9 (-48.4, -7.2)

10.81 (7.81–20.29)

9.56 (1.67–17.2)

-2.31

0.021

-2.56 (-4.90, -0.56)

Daily walking time, mins

46.8 (7.2–172.2)

34.8 (4.8–139.2)

-2.666

0.008

-16.4 (-29.9. -4.0)

Proportion of day, %

3.25 (0.49–11.94)

2.43 (0.33–9.68)

-2.666

0.008

-1.1 (-2.08, -0.28)

Step count, n

4158 (567–12,511)

2710 (400–9327)

-2.31

0.021

-998 (-2200, -113)

Total bouts of walking, n

139 (35–377)

113 (21–317)

-2.433

0.015

-26 (-57, -4)

Bout lengths
5 to 10 s, n

66 (21–180)

53 (13–173)

-2.106

0.044

-9 (-18.25, 0.00)

10 to 20 s, n

47 (12–106)

40 (6–79)

-2.138

0.033

-9 (-17.5, -0.50)

20 to 30 s, n

17 (2–27)

10 (2–28)

-1.606

0.108

-2.5 (-5.5, 0.5)

30 to 60 s, n

13 (0–39)

8 (0–23)

-2.136

0.033

-4.5 (-9.5, 0)

60 to 120 s, n
  
≥ 120 s, n

3 (0–14)

1 (0–11)

-1.807

0.071

-1.5 (-2.5, 0)

1 (0–11)

0 (0–6)

-1.89

0.059

-0.5 (-2.5, 0)
-1 (-6, 3)

Cognition

PD-CRS total score /134

44 (7–83)

42 (10 -77)

-0.422

0.673

Posterior-cortical /30

26 (1–28)

26 (4–29)

0.647

0.518

0.5 (-0.5, 2)

Fronto-cortical /104

18 (1 -55)

17 (6–48)

-0.831

0.406

-1.5 (-5, 2)

22 (5–29)

17 (3–26)

-1.916

0.055

-3 (-4, 0)

MMSE total score /30

9

9

Significance values where α < 0.05 are bolded. MDS-UPDRS Movement Disorder Society Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale [21]. Total score includes parts I-IV,
Part III is the assessor rated motor score. a Exercise completers includes only the scores of participants who completed the subsequent exercise intervention as per
protocol for analysis of the primary outcome. All values a presented as median (range). Higher scores in the MDS-UPDRS; and lower scores on the FIM, MMSE, and
PD-CRS indicate worse performance on that measure respectively. 1RM One repetition maximum lift, FIM Functional independence measure [25], MMSE Mini-mental
state exam [26], PD-CRS Parkinson’s disease Cognitive rating scale [27], SPPB Short Physical Performance Battery [34], kg kilogram, kgm−1 kg/metre, s second, cm
centimeter, N Newton, N·m Newton metre.a W Wilcoxon Signed Rank standardized test statistic
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Table 3 Changes in functional independence and key outcomes over the 8-week exercise intervention
n

Pre – Intervention
Median (range)

Post-Intervention
Median (range)

Wa

Sig

Median change score
(95% Hodges-Lehmann
CI)

6

Functional Independence
MDS-UPDRS total /260

78.5 (45–180)

72.5 (33–157)

-2.207

0.027

-8 ( -17.5, -2)

Part I/II sub-score /104

24.5 (13–84)

30.5 (10–69)

-1.153

0.074

-3.5 (-10.5, 6)

Part III sub-score / 132

53 (32–88)

41 (23–79)

-1.153

0.249

-7.5 (-12, 1)

Part IV /24

1 (0–8)

1 (0–9)

1.00

0.317

0 (0, 0.5)

6

107 (25–121)

109.5 (19–122)

0.315

0.752

1 (-5, 5.5)

5

1250 (1080–3000)

2000 (1800–3350)

2.023

0.043

600 (350, 850)

5

210 (140–570)

330 (280–720)

2.023

0.043

-

-

-

8 (0–12)

12 (0–12)

1.857

0.063

2 (0, 4)

Balance, /4

4 (0–4)

4 (0–4)

1

0.317

0 (0, 1)

Gait, /4

3.5 (0—4)

4 (0–4)

1.414

0.157

0.5 (0, 1)

Sit-to-stand, /4

1.5 (0–4)

4 (0–4)

1.841

0.068

1 (0, 3)

FIM total score /126
Strength & Physical Function
Leg press 1RM, N
Leg extension 1RM, N·m
Triceps extension 1RM, N
SPPB total score, /12

6

-

137 (120, 160)
-

Sub-scores:

Habitual gait speed, ms−1

5

0.83 (0.5–1.09)

1.01 (0.61–1.39)

1.826

0.068

0.15 (0, 0.3)

Maximal gait speed, ms−1

5

1.5 (0.94–2.38)

1.83 (1.07–2.25)

1.625

0.104

0.19 (-0.13, 0.71)

Five time sit-to-stand, s

5

11.5 (8.1–19.9)

9.6 (6.7–14.9)

-2.023

0.043

-3.0 (-5.0, -1.0)

Total balance time, s

6

61.5 (0.0–83.4)

65.5 (0.0–84.3)

2.203

0.043

-

-

-

5

505 (217–727)

458 (255–789)

0.674

0.5

44 (-63, 62)

6

Average grip strength, kg
Six-minute walk, m

-

3.0 (0.4, 7.9)
-

Physical activity
Total daily activity, g/hr

116.7 (34.7–186.6)

118.7 (37.4–197.4)

0.105

0.917

1.99 (-12.7, 17.4)

Proportion of day, %

10.3 (4.75–17.2)

11.5 (4.01–16.9)

0.524

0.6

0.3 (-0.8, 1.5)

Daily walking time, mins

49.5 (6.6–139.2)

51 (1.8–160.2)

1.153

0.249

6.96 (-10.3, 18.5)

Proportion of day, %

3.45 (0.45–9.68)

3.53 (0.11–11.11)

1.153

0.249

0.5 (-0.7, 1.3)

Step count, n

4617 (455–9327)

4884 (80–11,772)

0.734

0.463

528 (-1889, 2632)

Total bouts of walking, n

163.5 (29.5–317)

190 (5–341)

1.153

0.249

23 (-3.25, 29.5)

5 to 10 s, n

89 (19–173)

92 (3–164)

-0.105

0.917

-1 (-12.5, 10)

10 to 20 s, n

47.5 (7–79)

66.5 (2–98)

1.782

0.075

11 (-2, 21.5)

20 to 30 s, n

13.5 (2.5–28)

16.5 (0–26)

0.105

0.916

0.25 (-2.25, 5)

30 to 60 s, n

8 (1–23)

10 (0–33)

1.393

0.173

3.5 (-2, 9.5)

60 to 120 s, n

2 (0–11)

2.5 (0–12)

0.68

0.496

1 (-1.5, 2)

0.5 (0–6)

0 (0–10)

0.272

0.785

0 (-2, 2.5)

Bout lengths

  
≥ 120 s, n
Cognition

PD-CRS total score /134

62.5 (10–77)

68.5 (16–102)

2.207

0.027

8 (4, 17.5)

Posterior-cortical /30

26.5 (4–29)

29 (9 -30)

1.841

0.066

2 (0, 4)

Fronto-cortical /104

36 (6–48)

40 (7–73)

1.892

0.058

6.5 (0, 17)

21.5 (3–26)

25 (11–29)

2.207

0.027

4.5 (1.5, 7.5)

MMSE total score /30

6

6

Significance values where α < 0.05 are bolded. MDS-UPDRS Movement Disorder Society Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale [21]. Total score includes parts I-IV,
Part III is the assessor rated motor score. a Exercise completers includes only the scores of participants who completed the subsequent exercise intervention as per
protocol for analysis of the primary outcome. All values a presented as median (range). Higher scores in the MDS-UPDRS; and lower scores on the FIM, MMSE, and
PD-CRS indicate worse performance on that measure respectively. 1RM One repetition maximum lift, FIM Functional independence measure [25], MMSE Mini-mental
state exam [26], PD-CRS Parkinson’s disease Cognitive rating scale [27], SPPB Short Physical Performance Battery [34], kg kilogram, kgm−1 kg/metre, s second, cm
centimeter, N Newton, N·m Newton metre. a W Wilcoxon Signed Rank standardized test statistic
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participants without changes to cadence or stride length,
which may indicate a slight slowing of gait, however it
was highly variable and of unclear clinical significance
due to the known fluctuations in similar PD cohorts [40].
Similarly, there was a significant decrease in medio-lateral symmetry during stepping which could indicate that
gait became slightly less regular, however there are currently no clinical data to evaluate the clinical relevance of
this change.

Fig. 2 Individual Changes in Functional Independence across All
Time Points. A MDS-UPDRS Movement Disorder Society Unified
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale total score [21], and B FIM Functional
independence Measure [25]. White-filled circles indicated participants
who completed wait-list period but did not complete exercise
intervention per protocol. The intervention results of one participants
are documented seperately in a case report due to an extended
wait-list period before commencing exercise [24]

Discussion
The PRIDE study was the first trial to evaluate the shortterm trajectory and the effects of a tailored, progressive,
high-intensity exercise intervention on functional independence and its correlates in older adults with LBD.
The characteristics of participants within PRIDE varied, including both mild-to-moderately impaired individuals living in the community, as well as those with
severe dementia in residential aged care. Therefore, our
cohort included participants with a greater range of disease severity than other cross-sectional LBD cohorts
evaluating similar metrics [6]. The participants had
greater disease severity, motor impairment, frailty and
disease burden than similar cohorts described in the literature [10, 41, 42]. However, our sample was predominantly male and white non-Hispanic, which may not be
representative of the demographic characteristics of the
broader LBD community [43]. Taken together, these findings may explain some of the associations we observed in
the PRIDE cohort, however we acknowledge that due to
the small sample, our results should be interpreted cautiously and need further investigation in larger and more
diverse, controlled trials.
Our first key finding was that functional independence was associated with better balance, greater physical function, walking endurance, cognition, quality of life
and lower dementia severity, which is consistent with the
literature [6, 44]. Importantly, all these characteristics
are known to be amenable to targeted exercise interventions [17]. Unexpectedly, functional independence was
not directly associated with maximal strength as hypothesized. However, strength was found to be strongly associated with cognition, which is promising, as in similar
cohorts cognition was found to be associated with functional independence and mediated by improvements in
strength following progressive, high-intensity anabolic
exercise [6, 45]. Thus, these findings provide new insight
into the relationships between important clinical characteristics which may be amenable to exercise intervention
and functional independence.
Our second key finding was that during a relatively
brief wait-list period, participants became markedly
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frailer, more cognitively impaired, and less independent.
Although the participants did not decline in maximal
measures of strength, the study found clinically significant decreases in several indicators of frailty in most participants including physical activity, physical function,
muscle mass, weight and nutritional status. This occurred
alongside clinically significant worsening of cognition
and functional independence, which suggests that frailty
itself may play a role in the rapid and fluctuating disease
course observed in LBD [5]. For example, the prevalence
of frailty in LBD and its contributing factors such as polypharmacy, delirium, malnutrition, and lower physical
activity are significantly higher than in AD [6–, 7–10] and
are strong predictors of disease trajectory [5]. Furthermore, the prevalence of sarcopenia and frailty increases
with dementia severity [46], and can be exacerbated by
even short periods of inactivity and bed-rest [15]. Conversely, high levels of physical activity and progressive,
high-intensity exercise in these cohorts are protective
against frailty and sarcopenia, loss of lean mass, and cognitive decline [15]. This is the first time to our knowledge
that indices of frailty have been documented longitudinally in LBD, albeit over a short period of time and in a
small sample. These observations provide further insight
to the potential contribution of frailty to the disease trajectory and treatment targets within LBD.
Our most important key finding was that the application of 8 weeks of progressive, high-intensity anabolic
exercise targeting strength and balance in those with
LBD stabilised clinical status and improved functional
independence, confirming our second hypothesis. High
intensity, progressive exercise was well tolerated (training intensity ≥ 80% maximum strength), had high compliance (≥ 80% of sessions attended), and appears safe
(only one related adverse event in 136 h of training).
Functional independence (MDS-UPDRS) improved significantly following exercise in all participants, with four
of six participants improving by an amount exceeding the
annual deterioration of 4.7 points observed in PD [23],
thus essentially erasing a year’s worth of LBD progression. While this finding is promising, it is unclear if this
reflects a true change in functional independence or, as
the scale was originally designed for, a change in disease
severity as the secondary outcome measure of functional
independence, the FIM, did not change significantly
throughout the study. We had previously theorised that
the FIM, predominantly used in inpatient rehabilitation
[31, 47, 48] may not be sensitive enough to interventional
changes specific to LBD, and thus decided to include the
MDS-UPDRS concurrently as the main measure of functional independence.
Additionally, there were also significant improvements
in strength, physical function, and cognition following
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exercise, with many participants experiencing clinically
significant changes. Measures of nutritional status, body
composition and physical activity did change significantly
in either direction after the brief period of training,
which may indicate that anabolic adaptations for these
outcomes may require longer intervention periods. For
example, a similar study in older, frail adults with a high
prevalence of cognitive impairment reported significant
improvements in physical activity following 10 weeks of
PRT [49]. Likewise, that study, as well as other PRT exercise programs in PD of 12 weeks duration, reported significant improvements in muscle mass [50].
Limitations

The validity of observations made in PRIDE is limited by
a small, heterogenous sample, the inability of some participants to complete all assessments due to fluctuating
cognition, and reduced sample for exercise intervention.
First, not blinding the assessor/interventionalist due to
limited study resources and the cross-over design may
have introduced observer and social desirability bias in
the assessments.
Second, the interpretation of significant baseline associations and change scores was limited to non-parametric statistics, as it was not appropriate to perform
multiple linear regressions with the small sample size.
This limited our ability to control for covariates such as
age, sex and education, which have well-known influences on outcomes such as cognition, strength, physical
function, exercise capacity, and muscle mass [51, 52].
Additionally, the evaluation of a comprehensive assessment battery with no multiple comparison statistical
correction increased the risk of type I error, while evaluating a small, ample increases the risk of a type II error
due to low power. In particular, we did not interpret a p
value of > 0.05 when the power was < 0.8 as proving that
there was no effect, but rather that there was no evidence
of an effect either way. Notably, a small sample size does
not introduce the possibility a type II error if the p value
is actually < 0.05, so we are confident in the significant
differences that we did find. Additionally, the clinical
meaningfulness of change scores were also provided to
the reader where appropriate to better inform the interpretation of changes scores regardless of the statistical
significance.
Third, LBD is a disease characterised by fluctuating
cognition and function, more so than observed in other
dementias [5]. In addition to the inherent limitations of
all cross-sectional and longitudinal study designs relating
to point estimates of an outcome [53], the repeatability
of measurements we captured during our baseline assessment is likely to be reduced due to this disease variability. For example, the clinically significant deterioration in
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cognition observed during the wait-list period, followed
by the equally large improvement following exercise must
be interpreted cautiously as daily fluctuations in cognition for individuals with LBD have yet to be characterised. Conversely, the baseline control crossover design for
this short intervention appeared advantageous as participants were compared to their own baseline scores, which
provided a somewhat controlled observation of changes
over time in a diverse, fluctuating group.
Lastly, while intense exercise was well adhered to and
anecdotally well-tolerated by participants with only one
minor adverse outcome, our study did not collect qualitative data on the acceptability and experiences of the
intervention. Thus, the relationships observed in this
study and feasibility of intervention must be interpreted
with appropriate caution, and primarily used to guide
future, more robust investigations in LBD.

Conclusion
The PRIDE trial was the first exercise trial to evaluate the
effect of exercise specifically on individuals diagnosed
with LBD. This trial provides important insight for the
design of larger, higher quality trials for further evaluation of non-pharmacological treatments such as progressive, high-intensity exercise as a viable treatment for
the aggressive, rapidly progressing disease of Lewy body
dementia.
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